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The Genealogical Society of New Jersey is proud to announce the latest publication in the New Jersey Graveyard and Gravestone Inscriptions Locators series by Edward J. Raser. The Middlesex County Locator identifies former and existing graveyards and provides location details and historical background, as well as providing citations to existing published and unpublished gravestone transcriptions.

The Middlesex County Locator includes nine maps, 30 historical photographs, a table of former geographical place names, a graveyard index using both common and alternate names, and a full-name index to persons mentioned in the text.

More than 280 burial places are represented in the Middlesex County Locator, including 18th–20th century family and community burial grounds, Christian and Jewish burial grounds, African-American burial places, and commercial and institutional cemeteries. Each graveyard entry in the Middlesex County Locator includes: age, size, use status, gravestone wear, location, historical comments, and availability of manuscript and published gravestone inscription lists. Location information includes directions to find the site, its tax map location in terms of block and lot numbers and GPS coordinates for extant sites. Historical comments may include real property history of the site, and insight to persons and families buried there. For burial grounds with no more than a dozen or so stones, inscription information is given for all occupants.

The unpublished inscription lists cited are those held by 13 institutions in New Jersey and New York. The historical commentary is heavily documented with source citations to deeds, wills, maps, incorporations, and other archival records. The 294 page book is a clothbound hardcover printed on acid free paper.

The compiler, Edward J. Raser, is a trustee emeritus and past president of the Society, as well as a former associate editor of The Genealogical Magazine of New Jersey. The first three volumes in the series of New Jersey Graveyard and Gravestone Inscriptions Locators published by GSNJ—Morris County*, Mercer County*, and Monmouth Locators—are also available from the Society.

*Limited quantities.

294 Pages; graveyard index and name indexes for some graveyards; nine maps and 30 photos; cloth hard-cover; black and white; limited quantities available.
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Middlesex County Locator (US Shipping Included) $ 43.00
New Jersey Sales Tax, 6.625% $ 2.85
TOTAL PER BOOK $ 45.85
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Contact us at sales@njgenealogy.com for institutional or international orders. If shipping outside of NJ, please order online or add sales tax, as applicable.